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April 9, 2012

Pat Traci, President
South Bay Community Association
1 20 Spinnaker Place
Port Ludlow, Washington 98365-9540

RE:

Opinion Letter Regarding Board of Directors Questions on the SBCA
Governing Documents

Dear President Traci:
Thank you for your letter requesting clarifications on my opm1on letter of
November 2, 2011. I apologize in the delay in responding to you r request for further
information. I have attached a copy of my November 2 letter for your ease of
reference.
Preliminarily, 1t 1s Important to remember that application of the opinions set
forth both in my letter of November 2 and in this letter must be done in t he context
of the factual circumstances surrounding each case. For example, as noted in my
letter of November 2, when dealing with issues such as view rights , an examination
often cannot be limited to a revie w of the Declaration , but must cons ider the specific
circumstances surrounding the relevant parcel of real property.

1 . Are the Design Standards enforceable as ru les of the Sout h Bay
Community Association (SBCA) Board? If so, may the Board grant the
responsibility and authority for all matters contained in the Design
Standards to the SBCA ARC?
The first question presented is whether the Design St andards are enforceable
as rules of the SBCA, and the power of the Board of Directors to delegate Design
Standard responsibilities to the SBCA ARC . Based upon Washington state law and
the governing documents of the SBCA, it is my opinion t hat t he Design Standards are
enforceable. Additionally, the Board has the power to delegate Design Standard
issues to the ARC , but such a delegation does not relieve the Board of its o vera ll duty
to act on behalf of the Association. RCW 24.03 .115 .
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Under RCW 64.38.020(1) (the Homeowners Association Act), associations
have the power to adopt and amend rules and regulations. RCW 64.38.025 provides
that such powers of the association are exercised through its Board of Directors.
Washington's Nonprofit Corporation Act, RCW 24.03, supports this mandate in the
Homeowners Association Act. RCW 24.03.095 specifically provides that the affairs
of a corporation shall be managed by a Board of Directors". Under the statutory
scheme, however, the Board of Directors may establish committees. The Board may
delegate certain of its duties to a committee, provided that the committee includes
two or more Directors. RCW 24.03.115. A committee has the power to exercise
delegated responsibilities. Here, the Declaration required the establishment of the
ARC, and use of this Committee to adopt architectural rules for the SBCA is allowed
under Washington law.
11

The Declaration at Article 11 addresses the responsibilities of the Architectural
Review Committee. The Declarant was expressly directed by the Declaration to
establish the ARC, and to adopt procedural rules and regulations for the performance
of its duties. Declaration, Article 11 .1.
The Declarant acted as required. The initial Board of Directors established the
ARC, and procedural rules have been adopted allowing the ARC to administer the
architectural control provisions of the Declaration. The Declaration also provides
under Article 11 for the development and implementation of Design Standards. The
Declaration expressly requires all members to abide by the Design Standards:
By acceptance of a deed for any Lot in South Bay, each Owner thereof
and his successors and assigns agree to be bound by all provisions of
the South Bay Design Standards and to use diligence in keeping abreast
of the provisions thereof and any amendments thereto.
Declaration, Article 11.5.
The actions of the Declarant and the Board of Directors in delegating
responsibility for the Design Standards to the ARC is consistent with both state law
(RCW 24.03.115) and the Declaration. The Declaration also requires all SBCA
members to comply with the Design Standards. The Standards, accordingly, are
enforceable as rules.
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2. Does the SBCA Board of Directors have the authority, at its discretion
to (a) protect and preserve view easement rights upon, across, over,
and under all Master Association land, Common Areas, Limited Common
Areas and Homeowners Lots? And, if so, (b) does the SBCA Board
have the ability to grant the responsibility and authority for view
easement decisions to the SBCA ARC?
The Board also sought an opinion as to the power of the Board of Directors to
protect and preserve views. Article 14.3 of the Declaration provides for an express
view easement across defined property for the benefit of the Declarant and the
Master Association. The easement burdens Master Association Land, Common
Areas, Limited Common Areas and Recreational Facilities.
The burden of the
easement is not expressly extended to Homeowner Lots. This same Declaration
Article, however, also provides that the Board of Directors has the right, in its
discretion, to preserve, maintain and enhance views on any Lot property:
Section 14.3 View Easement. A blanket non-exclusive easement is
reserved and granted to Declarant and the Master Association upon,
across, over, and under the Master Association Land, Common Areas,
Limited Common Areas and Recreational Facilities for the preservation,
maintenance and enhancement of the view from each Lot within South
Bay.
The Board shall have the right to take whatever action is
necessary or desirable, at its sole discretion, to preserve, maintain and
enhance the view on any Lot, Master Association Land, Common Areas,
Limited Common Areas or Recreational Facilities, including, but not
limited to, the right to top and/or remove trees and brush from the
property subject to this easement.
Accordingly, the Board of Directors, has the express discretion under the
Declaration to preserve, maintain and enhance views for a wide range of properties,
including Homeowner Lots, across Master Association land, Common Areas, Limited
Common Areas and Recreational Facilities. There is no express discretion within the
Declaration to impose a view easement upon, across, over or under a Homeowner's
Lot.
Finally, as provided under RCW 24.03.115, the power to make view decisions
can be delegated by the Board of Directors to a properly constituted committee (~,
two Board members on the Committee). The Board accordingly may delegate such
decision-making to the ARC.
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3. Considering all governing documents, is there an interpretation that
would allow the assignment of ~~view easement" rights to owners of all
lots in South Bay? If view easements are not assigned to lot owners,
what are the legal implications?
The third issue raised by the Board relates to view easements in favor of
individual Lots. The question is whether there is ''an interpretation" of the governing
documents that would find that view rights were ''assigned" to individual lot owners.
In reviewing recent appellate Court cases on view issues, there is an argument that
such rights arise out of the overall protective intent of the Declaration.
In my November 2 letter, I was asked to interpret the specific easement grants
associated with the Declaration at Article 14.3. There is no express assignment of
view easement benefits for individual homeowners within this Article of the
Declaration. As I outlined in my letter, however, this opinion was not be interpreted
as a determination as to the view rights on any particular Lot. As noted, such rights
can be found in Lot deeds, separate easement documents, settlement agreements
between Lot Owners, Village Declarations, SBCA Rules & Regulations, and potentially
many other sources.
The Board of Directors has specifically asked whether there is an interpretation
of the governing documents that could give rise to view easements in favor of
individual Lots. Such rights have been found by one Washington appellate court to
arise out of the general protective scheme of restrictive covenants. In reaching
conclusions in this regard, it is important to focus on the standards of interpretation
that will be applied to reviewing restrictive covenants for view rights by the Courts.
This standard was succinctly summarized by the Washington State Court of Appeals
in the case of Jensen v. Lake Jane Estates, 165 Wn.App. 100, 105-06, 267 P.3d
435 (2011 ). The Court outlined the standard of review as follows:
The interpretation of a restrictive covenant is a question of law. . . . Our
primary task is to determine the covenant drafters' intent .... Basic rules
of contract interpretation apply to the court's review of restrictive
covenants. . . . Under such rules, reviewing courts must generally give
words in a covenant their ordinary, usual, and popular meaning unless
the entirety of the agreement clearly demonstrates a contrary intent ....
In order to be ambiguous, a covenant must be uncertain or two or more
reasonable and fair interpretations must be possible. . . . But ambiguity is
not a prerequisite for a court to examine the context surrounding the
execution of a contract .... Washington courts have moved away from
the position of strict construction historically adhered to when
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interpreting restrictive covenants .... This is due in large part to a shift in
perception regarding restrictive covenants .... Instead of viewing such
covenants as restraints on the free use of land, Washington courts have
acknowledged that restrictive covenants utend to enhance, not inhibit,
Similarly, covenants also tend to enhance
the efficient use of land.
the value of the land. . . . Consequently, we strive to interpret restrictive
covenants in such a way that protects the homeowners' collective
interests and gives effect to the purpose intended by the drafters of
those covenants to further the creation and maintenance of the planned
community ....
II

• • •

In Wimberly v. Caravello, 36 Wn.App. 327, 149 P.3d 402 (2006), the
Washington Court of Appeals applied this standard of review in the context of a case
The matter was set in property overlooking Lake
involving rights to a view.
Roosevelt in Ferry County.
There was a restrictive covenant that limited all
~~buildings on residential lots to Simple, well-proportioned structures.
The question
before the Court was whether a view blocking multi-story garage complied with this
restrictive covenant.
11

II

II

In conducting its analysis, the Court acknowledged that there was no covenant
that provided one property with the benefit of a view easement across the other
property. Nevertheless, it held that the view-blocking, offending structure was in
violation of the protective covenants. In reaching its decision, the Court relied on
testimony from the original developers that the purpose of the restrictive covenant
was "to prevent a crowded look to the area and to limit the size of structures as to
avoid the obstruction of views of the Columbia River.
Id., 136 Wn.App. at 332.
The court dismissed the argument raised by the offending garage builder that the
restrictive covenant did not include express view protection. Rather than relying on
the specific language of the restrictive covenants, the Court applied a broader context
in addressing the specific rights of the upland property owner:
II

The circumstances surrounding the drafting of these covenants was the
creation of a new residential community overlooking Lake Roosevelt.
The scenic location and views are an intrinsic part of the aesthetic and
monetary value of the lots. We agree with the trial court that to
interpret the garage covenant as permitting a multi-story, multi-purpose
structure, . . . would defeat the drafters' manifest purpose.
The
interpretation adopted by the court is reasonable considering the
covenants in context. This conclusion is based on the court's findings
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that were in turn based in part on the testimony of the original
developers.

Id., at 337.
The Court also noted that there were tiers of lots in the development, one tier
being view lots. ld. Finally, the Court accepted the argument proffered by the party
suffering the view blockage that "residential aesthetic restrictions are intended to
protect views. The only plausible reason to restrict the number and size of buildings
here was to preserve the spectacular views of Lake Roosevelt." Id., at 338.
Similarly, individual lot owners within the SBCA could assert that the
circumstances presented in the Wimberly matter are analogous to those present
within South Bay. It is possible that a reviewing court, even in the absence of an
assignment of an express view easement in the Declaration, might find some view
rights in examining the specific circumstances of a Lot within the SBCA.
The Declaration has been in effect since 1989. During this time there has
been no formal, express "assignment" of view rights on, across, over and under the
Master Association Land, Common Areas, Limited Common Areas and Recreational
Facilities of the SBCA for the benefit of Lot Owners. The Board of Directors and/or
its designated Committee during this period have taken the actions believed to be
necessary or desirable to preserve, maintain and enhance views over such property.
If view easements are not formally "assigned" to individual lot owners, the discretion
of the SBCA remains unchanged.
4. Is there liability associated with amending the language of the Design
Standards so as to be consistent with the Master Declaration with
respect to the appeals process? If so, should the SBCA ARC amend the
Design Standards to conform with the Master Declaration as it applies
to appeals of ARC decisions?
The final question presented relates to liability issues associated with
amending the Design Standards to change the appeal process, and the wisdom of
doing so. The Declaration at Section 11 . 5 specifically presumes that the Design
Standards will not be static. It charges each of the Owners of the Association to
"use diligence in keeping abreast of the provisions thereof and any amendments
thereto." The Declaration provides that the Design Standards are intended to be
amended from time to time. Accordingly, amending Article 4.6 of the Design
Standards to reflect the language in Section 11.3 of the Declaration is unlikely, in and
of itself, to expose the Association to any significant liability risk.
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The more difficult questions are whether ( 1) appeals to the Board can be
precluded by Amendment to the Design Standards, and (2) whether a prohibition
against judicial review can be imposed.
Under its power to amend rules and
regulations, the Association can make a decision to preclude appeals to the Board of
Directors. Refining the procedural appeal process is certainly within the discretion of
the Board.
Precluding judicial appeal, however, is much more problematic . Certainly, the
prohibition on judicial review of all decisions by either the ARC or the Board poses
significant legal hurdles. For example, questions such as whether the Architectural
Review Committee was properly formed , was subject to conflicts of interest, or had
a valid quorum for acting are unlikely to be dismissed by a Court based upon a Design
Standard or Declaration provision precluding judicial review.
Given the problems posed by trying to preclude all judicial review, the
"wisdom" of allowing or denying Board review of ARC decisions is an important
consideration. The decision of whether to allow such an appeal is not strictly a legal
question, but rather rests within the sound experience of the Board of Directors and
the ARC. For example, precluding Board review of ARC decisions is likely to lead to
a more prompt and expeditious decision process for applicants and those who are
aggrieved by a decision of the ARC. On the other hand, appeal to the Board of
Directors provides a second set of eyes for review of ARC decisions and an
opportunity for the Association to carefully and fully document the bases on which a
decision was made to help insure that a decision by the ARC was not biased or
uninformed .
Of course, if you have any further questions regarding these rs sues, I am
happy to address them.
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November 2, 2011

Pat Traci, President
South Bay Community Association
120 Spinnaker Place
Port Ludlow, Washington 98365-9540
RE:

Appeals from the Architectural Review CommitteeNiew Easements in
the Declaration

Dear Mr. Traci:
I was asked to provide you with information associated with ( 1) the power of
the SBCA· Board to hear appeals from the Architectural Review Committee ( ARC"),
and (2) the extent of the "View Easement" at paragraph 14.3 of the Declaration. My
opinions follow.
11

GENERAL DISCUSSION
As a general proposition, there is a "hierarchy" of law associated with
homeowners associations. First and foremost, the organization, and the rules and
regulations adopted by the organization, must not violate Washington's homeowner
association and non-profit corporation laws, RCW Chapters 64.38 and 24.03. They
also must be consistent with the second level of this hierarchy, the South Bay Master
Declaration filed of record against SBCA properties. If there is a conflict between the
Declaration and state law, the mandate of state statutes will control.
The third lllevel" of authority for the association is the Articles of Incorporation
and Bylaws. State law, the Declaration and the Articles and Bylaws also allow the
SBCA to adopt rules and regulations. However, to the extent rules and regulations
violate the terms and conditions of the Declaration, Articles or Bylaws, they are likely
to be held unenforceable by a Court.
In interpreting the Declaration, Articles, Bylaws and rules and regulations
(together the governing documents"), a Court will make every effort to enforce the
intent of these documents at the time they were adopted. In determining how to
II
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interpret such documents, the Court will look to ( 1) the course of negotiations,
discussions, or minutes leading to adoption of the document, (2) the language of the
document itself, and (3) how the document has been actually applied or enforced
since its initial adoption. Berg v. Hudesman, 115 Wn.2d 697 (1990). In using these
rules of interpretation, however, the Court will not read into the document "new"
unwritten requirements or different terms.
POWER OF THE SBCA BOARD TO HEAR ARC APPEALS
The first question presented is whether the SBCA Board has the power to
consider appeals of ARC decisions. Based upon Washington state law and the
governing documents of the SBCA, it is my opinion that the Board does have the
power to hear and consider ARC appeals under the rules and regulations presently in
force.
Under RCW 64.38.020(1) (the Homeowners Association Act), associations
have the power to adopt and amend rules and regulations. In turn, RCW 64.38.025
provides that the powers of the association are exercised through its Board of
Directors. Washington's Nonprofit Corporation Act, RCW 24.03, supports this
mandate in the Homeowners Association Act. RCW 24.03.095 specifically provides
that "the affairs of a corporation shall be managed by a Board of Directors".
Committees may be established by a corporation, provided they include two or more
directors. Committees have the power to exercise some delegated responsibilities.
Such committees, however, not relieve the Board of Directors of its overall
responsibility to act on behalf of the association. RCW 24.03.115.
The Declaration confirms this arrangement for the SBCA. Under Article 5.2,
the affairs of the Master Association" shall be conducted by the "Board". Unless
specifically provided otherwise, the Master Association, acting through the Board,
shall have the right and duty to enforce this Declaration ... ". Powers entrusted to
the Board include the power to adopt, amend, or repeal such South Bay rules as it
deems reasonable and appropriate under Article 5.3.
Under this Article of the
Declaration, the South Bay rules Shall have the same force and effect as if they
were·set forth and were part of [the] Declaration."
11

II

11

The Declaration at Article 11 addresses the responsibilities of the A·rchitectural
Review Committee. Section 11 .3 of the Declaration focuses on the issue of appeals
from the ARC. This section of the Declaration allows an aggrieved Owner to appeal
an ARC decision "to said Committee in accordance with procedures to be established
by the Architectural Review Committee". The section specifically also provides,
however, for the possibility of an expanded appeal process: "If the Committee fails
to allow an appeal... then the decision of the Committee is final and cannot be
appealed to any judicial forum.
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Here, the Architectural Review Committee has made allowance in its Design
Standards for an additional appeal. There is a two-step appeal process under
paragraph 4.6 of the Design Standards. First, an aggrieved party submits an appeal
letter to the SBCA-ARC setting forth the reasons for the "grievance" with the ARC
decision. The ARC is to meet with the Owner and render a written decision on the
appeal. The Standards then specifically provide the Owner with an ability to appeal
the ARC decision to the Board for review. South Bay Design Standard 4.6(4}.
Here, the ARC procedure allows an appeal of a decision of the ARC, first to
the ARC for reconsideration. Second, the Committee "allows" an appeal to the
Board for further review. This rule 4.6(4} does not conflict with the Declaration.
Further, this analysis is confirmed by the history of the Association. Based upon
"corporate memory", the SBCA Board has, in fact, over the years accepted review of
ARC decisions.
Under Berg v. Hudesman, supra, this history is significant in
confirming that the allowance for an appeal to the Board is consistent with the terms
of the governing documents, and most particularly, the Declaration at Paragraph
11 .3.
VIEW EASEMENT

I was also asked to provide a general opinion as to the "View Easement"
language in the Declaration at Article 14.3. The language of the Article reserves an
easement across defined property for the benefit of the Declarant and the Master
Association, not individual Lot Owners. Article 1 . 1 6 specifically provides that any
rights reserved or granted to the Declarant in the Declaration are not assigned to the
purchasers of a Lot or Lots. While the Master Association has the right "at its sole
discretion" to preserve, maintain and enhance views from Lots across Association
property, there is no conveyance of a coincident easement right to Lot Owners to
enforce such rights across either Association or individual properties contained in this
Article of the Declaration.
Note that this is not an opinion that no individual rightS to views are present
within the SBCA. Such rights could be found in individual Lot deeds, separate
easement documents, settlement agreements between Lot Owners, Village
Declarations, SCBA rules and regulations, or a plethora of other documents. The
situation surrounding each Lot on which a view easement right is asserted will need
to be considered. Further, irrespective of whether there· is. an individual ability to
enforce a view easement right, the question will remain whether the Association
should exercise its discretion to take actions to preserve, maintain and enhance
views.
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SUMMARY
Under both State 'taw and the governing documents ·of the SBCA, the Board
has the power to accept and hear appeals of ARC decisions. On the view easement
issue, there is no clear easement right for Lot Owners at Article 14.3 of the
Declaration. Such rights, however, may arise outside this Declaration Article.
Thank you again for this assignment. Of course, if I can answer any other
questions, please feel free to give me a call.
Very truly you

~B.
RBS/jef

HATTUCK

CONCLUSIONS
(From the Mr. Richard Shattuck Letter of April 9, 2012)

On April 17, 2012 the South Bay Community Association (SBCA) Board of Directors and SBCA
ARC Committee met to discuss Mr. Richard Shattuck’s legal opinion letter of April 9, 2012.
The following conclusions were unanimously agreed upon by those present:

1. SBCA Design Standards are enforceable by the SBCA Board of Directors as rules of the SBCA.

2. The SBCA Board of Directors has the authority to delegate to the SBCA ARC the
responsibility for administering the SBCA Design Standards.

3. The SBCA Design Standards’ language shall agree with the SBCA’s CC&Rs language with
respect to the “Appeals Process”.

4. A policy will be developed and promulgated by the SBCA Board of Directors that explains
the “review process” of a final SBCA ARC Committee decision.

5. The SBCA Board of Directors and the SBCA ARC agree that the SBCA ARC has been
functioning consistent with “governing documents” and the interpretation of existing legal
documents.

SBCA Board of Directors
SBCA ARC Committee
April 17, 2012

